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Background Information



• Reforge offers selective career development programs for experienced 
professionals in marketing, product, data, and engineering. 


• Previous participants have come from companies like Google, Zendesk, Twitter, 
Dropbox and Facebook. 


• Their flagship program is the Reforge Growth Series (led by industry veterans 
like Andrew Chen and Brian Balfour).


• 1000+ alumni




• Lambda School is a 30 week, immersive program that gives participants the 
tools & trainings to launch their new career from the comfort of their own home.


• Flagship courses are in software engineering and data science. 


• Core Business Model: instead of paying tuition, students agree to pay a % of 
their income after they’re employed, and only if they’re making more than 50k / 
year.


• Have huge array of industry partners like Y-Combinator, Slack, IBM, Lucid etc


• Alumni have gone onto work at companies like Uber, Facebook, and Google. 




• Udemy is an online learning & teaching marketplace with over 80,000 courses 
and 24 million students. 


• Courses range from programming to copywriting to foreign languages. 


• Courses are taught in more than 80 languages ensuring a global presence. 




• Coursera allows you to complete coursework and earn degrees from top 
universities, all online. 


• Over 150+ university partners 


• 2700+ courses and more than 35 million learners. 


• Have huge array of industry partners like Google Cloud, MongoDB, and Intel.




Thesis



Online platform education provided by the 
likes of Reforge, Lambda School, Udemy, 
and Coursera is soon going to rival 
traditional higher-level education.



Evidence





• Software Development bootcamps constitute a $260 million 
industry, with over 20,316 graduates estimated in 2018 (up from 
16,867 in 2017).  


• Udemy’s student enrollment is growing at more than 30% 
annually. 


• Online courses present more flexibility and less cost to 
individuals as compared to traditional forms of higher education.


• Programs like the Reforge Growth Series are specialized, which 
means that they can be focused, short, and inexpensive.



massive open online 
courses have grown very 

fast

course distribution by 
subject is also diverse



Recommendations for AngelList



I think that AngelList’s Job Platform would benefit if it 
made it possible for (1) applicants to be able to 
showcase their online platform education, and (2) also 
made it possible for hiring managers to indicate 
preference in regards to online platform education for 
specific job postings.

Higher Level Rec



Applicant’s Perspective



Applicant’s Perspective

add another layer allowing applicants 
to list specific courses they’ve taken. 



Hiring Manager Perspective

allow hiring managers to choose 
whether they are fine with possible 

applicants having online work 
qualifications for particular role.



Hiring Manager Perspective

As time goes by and more data is 
collected, companies can get a 

metric indicating how likely it is that 
they hire candidates who have 
educated themselves via online 

methods.



Conclusion



To recap: Why do I think this is a good idea for 
AngelList?

	 1.	 As more and more job candidates turn to intensive, X week long bootcamps or online 
education platforms to get their credentials (or build upon them), such features will be 
immensely helpful for them in deciding where to apply. Lambda School is even looking 
to hire career coaches - the reason is simple: though graduates of their program are 
well-equipped with skills, convincing employers and finding the right opportunities is 
still a challenge. AngelList will be tackling this challenge head-on, providing massive 
value, and as a result differentiating itself from other job platforms. Given the massive 
forecasted increase in online bootcamp students, this feature will be well-received. 

	 2.	 From a Partnerships side, creating excellent relationships with the online education 
platforms I have mentioned in this document may prove to be extremely valuable. 
Applicants from these platforms that successfully use AngelList to find jobs will widen 
AngelList’s alumni network and increase accessibility towards the best opportunities in 
the startup world.  

https://twitter.com/AustenAllred/status/1054213793624903681
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